The Duchenne Muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most frequent muscle disorder in childhood caused by mutations in the Xlinked dystrophin gene (about 65% deletions, about 7% duplications, about 26% point mutations and about 2% unknown mutations). The clinically milder Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) is allelic to DMD. About 33% of all patients are due to de novo mutations and germ line mosaicism is frequently observed. While in earlier studies equal mutation rates in males and females had been reported, a breakdown by mutation types can better explain the sex ratio of mutations: Point mutations and duplications arise preferentially during spermatogenesis whereas deletions mostly arise in oogenesis. With current analytical methods, the underlying mutation can be identified in the great majority of cases and be used for carrier detection. However, in families with no mutation carrier available, the genetic model to be used for counselling of relatives can be quite complex.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD, OMIM # 310200) is the most common muscle disorder in childhood and also the most frequent X-linked recessive disease. The incidence of DMD in male newborns has been assessed at 3 * 10 -4 in several populations while the allelic more benign Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) is rarer with an incidence of about 0.54 * 10 -4 (1) . Mutations in the dystrophin gene (OMIM * 300377) are the genetic causes of DMD and BMD. The predominant mutation type are deletions encompassing one or more of the 79 exons (about 65%) (2) . In a smaller group of patients, the molecular cause is due to duplications of one or more exons (about 7%) (3) . Point mutations affecting only one or a few base pairs in the coding sequence or the splice consensus sites account for another 26% of all mutations. However, with routine diagnostic strategies focusing on the coding and splice sequences of the dystrophin gene, the causative mutation remains undetected in approximately 2% of all DMD / BMD patients (4) .
Diagnostic strategy
In patients with clinically suspected DMD or BMD, the molecular genetic workup should be performed as a two-step procedure:
Step 1: MLPA (multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification) has become the method-ofchoice for the detection of exon deletions and duplications in all 79 exons of the dystrophin gene (5) but alternative screening methods are available (6).
Step 2: When a deletion / duplication in the dystrophin gene has been excluded, sequencing of the coding regions and splice sites for the detection of point mutations should be performed.
The analytical sensitivity of MLPA alone is about 71.3% and for the full analysis (MLPA and sequencing) about 97.3%.
The detection of a deletion or duplication in the dystrophin gene confirms the diagnosis of DMD or BMD. If only one exon is missing or duplicated the mutation should be verified by a second independent method in order to exclude technical artifacts and rare sequence variants affecting proper probe binding.
The interpretation of point mutations is less straightforward. In DMD, the great majority of point mutations generates premature stop codons or affects splice consensus sequences. These mutations ablate proper protein expression and are compatible with the DMD phenotype. In a minority DMD cases, and more frequently in BMD, point mutations lead to the substitution of individual amino acids. In a large protein like dystrophin, the functional consequence of such mutations is more difficult to interpret even with modern prediction algorithms. The identification of a causative mutation usually renders a muscle biopsy unnecessary for diagnosis. For very young patients whose clinical course (DMD or  BMD) is not yet known, a prognostic interpretation of molecular results is often desired. The basis for the correlation of deletions in the dystrophin gene with the clinical course and severity is the "reading frame hypothesis" (7) . Several retrospective studies (8) found that in more than 95% of DMD patients the deletion had induced a shift of the translational reading frame of the mRNA ("out-of-frame" or "frame shift" deletions). Conversely, in more than 95% of BMD patients, the original reading frame was not altered by the deletion ("in-frame" deletions). The most common exception from this rule is the deletion of exons 3-7 which is formally "out-of-frame" but leads to a milder phenotype due to alternative splicing of exon 8 (9) . Very large "inframe" deletions removing important protein domains may also not follow the reading frame hypothesis. With duplications, predictions based on the reading frame hypothesis should be made with caution since the MLPA method does not allow to determine whether or not the gene regions are duplicated in a head-to-tail arrangement. The homepage of the Institute of Human Genetics of Leiden University provides software to determine the reading frame for every possible deletions and duplications in the dystrophin gene ("reading frame checker", www.dmd.nl).
Although the reading frame hypothesis is a useful tool for predicting disease course and severity, a muscle biopsy may be considered in special cases since a quantification of dystrophin protein shows an even better correlation with the severity of the disease.
Diagnosis of potentially heterozygous women (carrier testing)
The diagnosis of women who may be carriers of DMD or BMD has been a puzzling problem for decades. Heterozygous females are usually clinically normal. In rare cases (less than 5%) female carriers show clinical symptoms which can vary from very mild to clinically severe muscle disease. Therefore, in an adult female patient with mild muscle weakness a carrier status for DMD/ BMD should always be considered.
For mutation detection in potential carriers, the same methods can be applied as for index cases, i.e. MLPA for deletions and duplications and sequencing for point mutations. Wherever possible, it is sensible to identify the mutation in the index case or an obligatory carrier first. Otherwise, a negative genetic test result (i.e. no mutation found) is difficult to interpret. Considering that the analytical sensitivity of the molecular methods is not 100% (MLPA about 99%; sequencing approximately 93%) a significant residual risk will remain if the familial mutation cannot be identified ( Table 1) .
The residual risk figures given in Table 1 are subject to change conditional on additional information as available (e.g., CK-levels, haplotypes). Bayesian logic can be used for risk assessment in order to incorporate all available information which is relevant for DMD carrier status.
The genetic model for risk assessment in DMD / BMD families with mutation unknown
Haldane was first to postulate a mutation-selection equilibrium in DMD (10) . Since DMD boys do not pass on their defective allele to the following generation, in every generation one third of mutated alleles is 'lost' from the population. This should lead to a rapid drop in disease incidence. Neither at Haldane's times nor in the nearly three generations since has a decline in disease incidence been observed. Therefore, Haldane concluded that the selection of mutated alleles from the population must be compensated for by an equivalent rate (i.e. one third) of de novo mutations.
Assuming this mutation-selection equilibrium, Haldane elaborated a formula to express the proportion of female carriers and of male patients in the population as a multiple of the mutation rates (with "v" being the mutation rate in men and "u" in women; Table 2 ).
After cloning of the dystrophin gene in 1986 and with the advent of molecular mutation detection methods, (14) . Thus, Haldane's model must be expanded to include the possibility of a germ cell mosaic (GLM) (15) .
Taking into account a relative fitness (w) of 0.0 for DMD and 0.7 for BMD cases, an equilibrium mutation selection can be described as follows (Table 3) :
According to this genetic model, there are therefore three situations for the inheritance of a dystrophin mutation: 1. Women are female carriers because their mother is already a carrier (Fig. 1) ; 2. A de novo mutation has arisen in meiosis either in the grand-parental generation (in spermatogenesis of the grandfather or oogenesis of the grandmother; Fig. 2a ), or in the mother (de novo mutation in oogenesis; Fig. 2b ); 3. Mitotic de novo mutations with the consequence of germline mosaics can occur in the spermatogenesis of the grandfather (Fig. 3a) , in the oogenesis of the grandmother (Fig. 3b) or in the oogenesis of the mother (Fig. 3c) Best estimates for the parameters required for this genetic model are listed in Table 4 .
These parameters account for germinal mosaicisms and consider the relative probabilities of de novo mutation per mutation type: Large deletions arise predominantly in oogenesis, whereas point mutations and duplications result largely form errors in spermatogenesis (16, 17) . This has direct impact on the risk assessment in DMD families with mutations unknown (18) . Table 5 gives the probabilities of a mother of a sporadic DMD cases being carrier based on the various situations (assuming no healthy brothers or maternal uncles).
Examples of two programs for risk calculation which are freely available: 1. MLINK and LinkMap, part of the LINKAGE package (19) , an MS-DOS program which does not allow the consideration of germline mosaicism and the distinction of deletions, duplications and point mutations. Table 3 . Mutation-selection equilibrium for X-linked disease (eg DMD or BMD) in consideration of a germ cell mosaic (u = female mutation rate; v = male mutation rate; g = proportion of new mutations in mitosis; 1-g = proportion of new mutations in meiosis; f = segregation of the mutation in GLM; w = relative fitness).
Genetic model for DMD (w = 0) and BMD (w = 0.7)
Heterozygotes GLM in women Affected males GLM in males Figure 1 . Mother of an affected boy is carrier because her mother is carrier. Figure 2 . Left pedigree: mother of an affected boy is carrier as a result of a de novo mutation in one of her parents' gametes (1-g = proportion of de novo mutations occurring in the meiosis; u = female mutation rate; v = male mutation rate). Right pedigree: the affected boy is a de novo mutation.
2. RISCALW (21), a Windows program, which allows risk calculation in families with DMD, including all the important parameters with the exception of duplications.
Concluding remarks
Progress in nucleic acid analytical techniques has greatly facilitated and reduced in cost the identification of potential female carriers in DMD and BMD families. Thus, the vast majority of females at risk can now be diagnosed by direct assessment of the causative mutation. However, due to the reduced life expectancy of affected males and the reduction in kindred size in many societies, no mutation carrier may be available in a subset of families with a sporadic index case. Due to the complexity of mutation Figure 3 . Left and middle pedigree: the mother of an affected boy is carrier because her father (a) of her mother (b) carried a germline mosaic (f = segregation in germline mosaics; g = probability of de novo mutations in the mitosis; u = female mutation rate; v = male mutation rate). Right pedigree: a mother of an affected boy carries a germline mosaic. Table 5 . Probabilities (depending on the type of mutation) that the mother of a sporadic DMD patient is heterozygous, carries a germline mosaicism or the affected son has a meiotic de novo mutation. 
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